


ABOUT MOVIMOTOR

MOVIMOTOR S.r.l.  was established in 1987 since then it  has specialised in the design,
development, production and sales of d.c. motors and gear motors.

From the very beginning our company has based its growth on production and service
flexibility,  by  planning  and  producing  motors  and  gear  motors  according  to  customer
specifications.

Between  the  end  of  2004  and  the  beginning  of  2005  MOVIMOTOR  moved  into  new
premises of 3500 sqm. In the years 2013- 2014 the company began the expansion of the
building which now covers a total area of 8000 sqm.

MISSION

Production  flexibility  and  technological  innovation  are  very  important  to  MOVIMOTOR,
which  has  always  invested  in  high-tech  machinery  and  moulds.  This   enables  the
production of complete projects suitable for any customized solution. MOVIMOTOR’s main
aim is customer satisfaction, both for mass production of large quantities, and for small
series of particular customized items.

TOTAL QUALITY

MOVIMOTOR has always taken great attention to the market requirements and changes;
for this reason it has implemented the required procedures to achieve:

the UNI EN ISO 9002 Quality Certification in 1997

the UNI EN ISO 9001:2000 Quality Certification in 2003

the UNI EN ISO 9001:2008 Quality Certification in 2009

the UNI EN ISO 9001:2015 Quality Certification in 2017

PRODUCTS

The quality and reliability of all our products are ensured by the strict control whether on
coming materials at our premises either during the production process and on every single
finished product which is tested before the delivery. Most of the production is performed
inside the company ( outer suppliers only follow some minor manufacturing ). This ensures
the regular checking of all the operations and also high standards of quality thus avoiding
any possible problem during the manufacturing process.



APPLICATIONS

Nowadays MOVIMOTOR supplies very important customers in industrial, civil and free-time
field. Our products are mainly used in automatic entrance systems (for doors, gates, road
barriers) in boats (pumps, blowers, electric reel systems) , in the medical-health field (dry
aerosol  features,  medical  devices),  amusement  parks  (carousels  for  children)  ,  in
agriculture (pumps and farm tools), in fitness centres, in industrial cleaning machines and
on every single device that works with batteries.

PRODUCTION

Most of  our production is performed in-house ( outer suppliers only follow some minor
manufacturing ). This ensures the regular checking of all  the operations, flexibility and
dynamism in the deliveries and in the changes of the product according to customers
demand.

The production run is  organized into departments  equipped with  the latest  generation
machinery:

 Prototypes department

 Shafts department

 Mechanics department

 Rotors department

 Stators department

 Brush holders department

 Assembling and testing department

PACKING, LABELING AND TRACEABILITY

On every labeled product are indicated, in addition to the electrical datas, the production
batch reference and the serial number, for a complete and efficient traceability of the
product in case of complaints. On request it’s also possible to apply a customized label
with the customer’s logo and name.

The operators declare every worked phase with a recording bar-code system which allows
to trace the whole production cycle.



PRODUCTS

Movimotor offers a large range of products, customizable on request, which includes D.C.
motors, gearmotors and differential gears for drive and traction systems.

Movimotor pays high attention and care to the components used to ensure the highest
quality of the product and the full customer satisfaction.

DC ELECTRIC MOTORS

Diameter 65

Diameter 78

Diameter 84

Diameter 101

Diameter 114

DC GEARMOTORS 

Orthogonal axes

Orthogonal axes for traction

Orthogonal axes with differential gear

Parallel axes

Parallel axes with differential gear

Epicycloidal

OTHER PRODUCTS

AC Gearmotors parallel axes

Filter shakers
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